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AMPLIFY THE GIFT OF GIVING
Most people experience joy through the act
of giving; immense satisfaction derives from
the knowledge or “feeling” that you’ve helped
make a positive difference in someone’s life, the
environment, your community or the world.
However, it’s not always easy to make a difference –
especially alone. This is where belonging to a giving
circle really helps.
A “Giving Circle” is a group of people – for example,
friends, family or colleagues – who come together to
pool their charitable donations and give them to a
cause they choose collectively. This way, individuals
are able to amplify the impact of their giving.
Giving circles transform the simple act of giving
from a mundane exercise into a social activity that’s
enjoyable and hands-on, allowing the members of
a circle the opportunity to really learn about the
causes they wish to engage with and support.
It’s no wonder that this form of giving is a growing
trend in philanthropy; in more ways than one, giving
circles truly put the “fun” in funding!
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GETTING AMPED
So are you ready to create a giving circle?
In mid-2014, an exciting platform called Amplifier launched
to help you do just that.
As explained on the website, Amplifier is a new global
initiative to strengthen and significantly expand the field of
giving circles inspired by Jewish values. Amplifier provides
extensive resources, tips and directions on building
effective giving circles, while also serving as a platform
on which giving circles can be created, managed and
networked and organizations can promote their initiatives!
Impressive, right?
We encourage you to visit: www.amplifiergiving.org to
learn more. Whether you’d like to grasp the basics or dive
deep, take your time perusing the resources on Amplifier.
In addition, download the Giving Circle Express Workbook
guide for a comprehensive overview that helps you get
started: www.amplifiergiving.org/resources.

ABOUT THIS BOOKLET
Consistent with Amplifier’s efforts to network Jewish giving
circles, this booklet has been created as a resource for giving
circles in Jewish communities around the globe. It features
more than 40 initiatives that were submitted to Amplifier by
a diverse range of global Jewish leaders and entrepreneurs,
all of whom are members of ROI Community.
We hope that this booklet will serve as an easy way for
giving circles to learn about and explore different causes
for the purpose of stimulating discussion and choosing an
initiative (or multiple initiatives!) to support.
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ABOUT THE ORGANIZATIONS
BEHIND AMPLIFIER
Amplifier is powered by Natan and funded by the Charles and
Lynn Schusterman Family Foundation in its pilot phase.
The Natan Fund is a giving circle that inspires young
philanthropists to engage actively in Jewish giving by
funding innovative projects that shape the Jewish future.
Natan believes that educated, engaged and entrepreneurial
philanthropy can transform both givers and nonprofit
organizations.
Through unique educational events and experiences, and
through a rigorous, hands-on, collective grantmaking process,
Natan is creating an influential community of philanthropists
dedicated to strengthening the Jewish world.
www.natan.org
Schusterman is a global organization that seeks to ignite
the passion and unleash the power in young people to
create positive change in their communities and strengthen
the Jewish future. Amplifier is part of the foundation’s
broader efforts to build identity, community and global
connectedness amongst young Jews and ensure a vibrant
future for Jewish philanthropy.
www.schusterman.org

ABOUT ROI COMMUNITY
ROI Community is a global network of change makers who
are transforming Jewish life. ROI Community members
channel a diversity of perspectives, skills and interests toward
a shared passion for advancing ideas and partnerships that
will strengthen Jewish communities and improve society.
ROI Community is an initiative of the Charles and Lynn
Schusterman Family Foundation.
www.roicommunity.org
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#openShabbat
#openShabbat is an island of serenity offering
personal connection from the chaotic
digital-inundation of modern life for Jews in
tech and digital media.

We live in a fractured world. Digital communication and the
fast pace of modern life give us greater connectivity but at
the cost of greater inner-dissonance. #openShabbat is an
island of serenity offering personal connection and relief
from the chaotic digital-inundation of modern life for Jews
in tech and digital media.
Founded in 2010 as a response to the joyous digital chaos
of SXSW Interactive in Austin, TX, #openShabbat creates a
sacred space and inner focus that transcends the tumult.
This year, in addition to our flagship Shabbat attended by
150 guests at SXSW, #openShabbat has expanded to Comic
Con International, a series of weekday meet-ups in New
York City and beyond.
The Jewish community today struggles to create
meaningful experiences that engage young Jews.
#openShabbat is not merely a Shabbat meal, but rather a
platform for Jews in tech, media and the creative space to
experience Jewish traditions, explore their Jewish identities
and create community with their peers.

We are currently active in New York City, NY,
Austin, TX, and San Diego, CA.
Mordechai Lightstone
openshabbat.tumblr.com
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A BIT OFF THE TOP
In four years, A Bit Off the Top has successfully
created more than 160 out-of-the-box Jewish
identity programs in Montreal. Its creative
team of professionals, grassroots leaders and
Jewish thinkers have catalyzed a city-wide
movement that regularly draws local and
international attention.

A Bit Off the Top is a venture cultural-capital program
incubator specialized in collaborating with grassroots
groups and individuals to generate innovative Jewish
programs that are meaningful to the less-affiliated Jewish
Millennial and GenXer in Montreal.
A Bit Off the Top is passionate about taking risks and
creating out-of-the-box opportunities for young adults to
explore issues of Jewish identity while working diligently to
deliver unexpected and relevant models for Jewish living in
the Digital Age.
Our mandate is to shift the local Jewish young adult’s
paradigm of Jewish living from ‘Checked-out Judaism’ to
‘Check-it-out Judaism’ all the way to ‘Checked-in Judaism.’
Having been awarded numerous grants from leading
philanthropies across Canada, the U.S. and Israel, A Bit off
the Top seeks out visionary partners to test dynamic new
ideas that highlight unique engagement models. Outside
grants provide us with international leverage to sell our
ideas and secure local funds. With this kind of support,
we push the programming boundaries and generate
new, broadly inclusive opportunities to explore identity,
expanding the definition of Jewish community in Montreal.

Montreal, Canada
Mike Savatovsky
www.abitoffthetop.com
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A SHABBAT SALON – JEWISH PEOPLEHOOD
A monthly Shabbat Salon for sabras, Anglos
and the new wave of French olim (immigrants
to Israel) to connect, unify, promote Jewish
peoplehood, and dissolve cultural barriers.
During the summer of 2014, Israel experienced a record
decline in international support as it embarked on
Operation Protective Edge to protect civilians from
kidnappings and rocket attacks. Simultaneously, the Jewish
community witnessed a record rise in global anti-Semitism
with vitriolic language, protests and violent attacks
everywhere from Montreal, Canada, to Sydney, Australia, to
countries throughout Europe.
This phenomenon was experienced most intensely in
France with firebombs, the vandalism of synagogues and
kosher stores, and violent physical assaults.
Jewish Agency Chairman and former Minister Natan Sharansky
estimates that over 6,000 French Jews will immigrate to
Israel in 2014. (Over 1,000 French olim immigrated to Israel
in July alone in a series of aliyah flights initiated as a direct
response to the war-induced anti-Semitism.)
Of all immigrant groups moving to Israel in 2014, the
French olim are currently the largest, the most culturally
isolated and the sole population without any organization
dedicated to their integration into society at large.
My proposal is the Shabbat Salon. Comprised of two words
that are equally native to and understood by Hebrew,
English and French speakers, the Shabbat Salon will

Jerusalem, Israel
Amy Oppenheimer
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convene groups of Israeli sabras, Anglo immigrants and
French olim (three populations that are fairly segmented
and rarely mix) for monthly Shabbat experiences, dinners
and conversations. Every salon will have a Jewish theme,
speaker or discussion, as well as a demographic balance
of the various cultural groups. The salon will provide a
supportive structure for the integration of new French olim,
as well as build cross-cultural friendships and connections
in a deeply Jewish way.
I will co-host the salon along with my fiancé, David Abitbol.
Our backgrounds complement each other and are ideal
for this project. I am an outgoing, fiercely dedicated and
welcoming community organizer with a successful track
record of implementing projects – including the Judaism
by RV Faces of Israel Engagement and Education tour
sponsored by NATAN in 2013. I am fluent in English, Hebrew
and Spanish. As the founder of Jewlicious (both the blog
and festival), David Abitbol is a lifelong Jewish community
organizer with a specialization in informal education and
innovative programming. Born in Israel, raised in Montreal
and having lived in France, David is fluent in French, English
and Hebrew and is dedicated to the realization of this idea.
It is important that the number of attendees at salons
be small (perhaps 10-25 people per salon, depending on
the nature of the event) in order to facilitate meaningful
interaction and conversation. The requested funds
($12,000) would be used to retain a location, cover speakers,
compensate us as project organizers and subsidize food for
the Shabbat dinner salon.

AM YISRAEL FOUNDATION
Am Yisrael Foundation launches, supports
and funds initiatives that empower modern
pioneering among Jewish young adults.
We focus on activities that promote Jewish
tradition, civic engagement, volunteerism and
vibrant communities – with a special focus on
Tel Aviv.

The Am Yisrael Foundation champions the young leader as
pioneer, advancing ‘Observant Zionism’ as a fundamental
force for the development of the Jewish People and Land
of Israel.
The Am Yisrael Foundation is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization that launches, supports and funds initiatives
that empower modern pioneering amongst Jewish young
adults. Observant Zionism is made manifest in everything
we do to move onwards and upwards as a People. We
focus on activities that promote Jewish tradition, civic
engagement, volunteerism and vibrant communities,
thereby positively building up our nation by connecting to
our ancestral homeland, with a special focus on Tel Aviv.
We operate differently than traditional Jewish organizations
and we certainly think differently. Our philanthropy is about
taking on the biggest challenges facing the Jewish People
today, with even bigger ideas, and doing so with minimal
investment.
We seek to be a vessel for the vanguard of new pioneers;
a proponent throughout the entirety of the Jewish People
for a stronger Jewish and Zionist identity – connecting
Am Yisrael with Eretz Yisrael for its spiritual and physical
development.
We do not believe that the time for real vision and
pioneering on behalf of Am Yisrael ended with Ben-Gurion
and Begin. It continues today in this new powerful generation.

Tel Aviv, Israel
Victoria Kimerling | Natalie Solomon | Jay Shultz
www.amyisraelfoundation.org
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BLUE&WHITE HUMAN RIGHTS
The human rights issue is exploited by human
rights organizations that use this value to
bash Israel. The “BWHR” operates to improve
Israel’s image by presenting a true picture of
the human rights situation. The movement
challenges the organizations that use this value
for anti-Israel politics.
The Institute for Zionist Strategies seeks to contribute to
the success of Israel as the nation state of the Jewish People
that safeguards its Jewish and democratic values. With
this comes the understanding that Zionism promised and
empowers our existence as a free, sovereign and moral
nation in which human rights are an indivisible part, and
recognizes that the aspiration to implement the human
rights of Jews is intrinsically bound to our obligation to
ensure human rights for all individuals within the Jewish
State’s authority. Therefore, the Institute for Zionist
Strategies has established the Blue&White Human Rights
(BWHR) Movement. The movement projects a non-political,
national, liberal orientation with the goal of safeguarding
human rights.
Several human rights organizations operate today in Israel
and are engaged in important activities for human rights
relating to the Arab-Israeli conflict and to the safeguarding
of the rights of the Palestinian population. However, at the

Israel
Adi Arbel
on.fb.me/1spdj7s
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same time, these organizations reject Israel’s legitimacy as
a Jewish state and are actively engaged in the boycott of
Israel (BDS) and in other defamatory efforts. Most of these
organizations are financed by foreign governments that
have pro-Palestinian agendas. The IZS has established the
Blue&White Human Rights Movement out of a true and
sincere concern for human rights, believing that this is a
moral imperative, regardless of political orientation. The
other motivation for BWHR’s establishment was a desire to
create an alternative to the organizations whose aims and
practices vilify, demean and delegitimize the State of Israel
under the guise of human rights advocacy.
The Blue&White Human Rights Movement is an umbrella
for three projects, each of which is involved in a different
aspect of the defense of human dignity and freedom:
1. The Blue&White Crossings Project – active in the area of
crossing points across Judea and Samaria.
2. Moral Medicine – working to ensure the right to equal
access to health services for all populations regardless of
race, religion, or gender.
3. Purity of Arms – working with young students in high
schools, youth at risk and more. Our volunteers for this
project are former IDF soldiers who served in combat
units and experienced meaningful service.

CENTROPA JEWISH NETWORK
Centropa Jewish Network (CJN) is the first
professional development network for teachers
in European Jewish schools working to build
bridges and strengthen Jewish identity.
Over the past three years, the Centropa Jewish Network
(CJN) has:
• Employed a full time director (Marcell Kenesei);
• Sent the director to conduct workshops in ten schools in
nine countries;
• Held two winter seminars for 56 teachers working in 22
European Jewish schools;
• Brought 16 teachers from 13 schools to two summer
academies;
• Created a network with 13 very active schools and nine
moderately active ones.
Measurables delivered:
• 25 lesson plans or projects used in classrooms;
• 3 projects exhibited with students;
• 10 videos made by students that were shared with
one another;
• 8 collaborations between 15 schools in our network.
For the first time, Centropa seminars are giving teachers
in European Jewish schools the chance to work alongside
their peers to create lesson plans and projects and use
them in schools across the Baltic and the Aegean Seas.

Their students are creating projects they share with each
other, flying over borders as only teenagers born into the
world of Facebook can.
This is new, it is unprecedented, and it is long overdue.
In these first three years, we have developed our teacher
base and begun to bring students together. And we are
planning to expand this network to include counselors
working in a half dozen Jewish summer camps and youth
centers, and gauge our success with them, too. The
students in these schools, youth groups and summer
camps are the leaders of tomorrow’s European Jewish
communities, and we want them to identify as Jews and
build networks that will help them confront the challenges
of the 21st century.
Regrettably, all is not good news: anti-Semitism has been
on the rise in much of Europe. Jewish schools in Hungary,
Turkey, Greece and Romania have all seen an increase
in enrollment, as parents feel their children need to be
studying in a totally safe environment.
These are issues this report will address, and it also details
how we plan to expand over the next few years in schools,
summer camps and youth centers.
We are respectfully asking your foundation to join us in
partnership, so we can continue developing a program
whose time has clearly come.

Europe
Marcell Kenesei
www.centropa.org
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CHALLAH FOR HUNGER
Challah for Hunger brings people together
to bake and sell challah in an effort to raise
money and awareness for social justice
causes. We strive to make a difference in the
world by investing in the next generation of
entrepreneurs, social activists
and philanthropists.

USA
Carly Zimmerman
www.challah.org
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Challah for Hunger (CfH) brings college students together
to bake and sell challah to raise funds and awareness
for social justice causes. CfH creates a fun, easy and
comfortable entry point for young Jewish adults (ages
18-22) to meet across many divides. Participants engage
in community and tradition while exploring their mutual
responsibility to pursue social justice. Eli Winkelman
founded CfH in 2004 when she was a student at Scripps
College in Claremont, CA. Ten years after Eli’s first challah
sale, CfH continues to grow and thrive. Since 2004, CfH
has engaged over 10,000 volunteers and donated over
$500,000 to nonprofit organizations. Now, on 68 campuses
around the world, thousands of students gather regularly
to bake a difference.

DIGITAL SHMITA HACKATHON
The Digital Shmita Hackathon, an intensive, 48
hour production workshop, brings together
technologists, designers and Jewish thinkers
to focus on the creation of tools (by the
community and for the community) that will
allow people to take some control, find some
peace, quiet and rest and relate to Jewish values
in this new, fast-paced, overstimulated digital
culture. The Digital Shmita Hackathon is a
cooperation between Lab/Shul and Print Screen
Festival.

Lab/Shul’s Digital Shmita is in an initiative whose goals
are to take the idea of shmita (fallow) and transfer it
to our digital and connected existence, thus gaining
relevance and connection to younger generations. The
Digital Shmita Hackathon works in collaboration with
Lab/Shul’s Fallow Lab and the Print Screen Festival for
Digital Culture in Israel. This hackathon will focus on
the creation of tools by the community and for the
community that will allow people to take some control,
find some peace, quiet and rest and relate to Jewish
values in this new, fast-paced, overstimulated digital
culture. The Digital Shmita Hackathon will engage
audiences in a competition for tools that will translate
the concepts of shmita to the digital realm. From cold
turkey-style applications to website widgets that allow
for some rest time, the Digital Shmita Hackathon will help
form development teams, assist their work and expose
the final products to mass audiences, thus creating free
solutions that will allow everyone to experience shmita in
their daily connected lives.

Israel
Lior Zalmanson
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EAT & TRAVEL
All around the world we have one Torah, but
different food. Our food has differences, but
also some similarities. For instance, the young
tend to prefer tiramisu over teigalach – and who
knows how to make those, anyway? Our goal is
to gather the youth into an interactive kitchen,
giving them the space to share and learn their
mutual heritage.

Lithuania and Ukraine
Laurina Todesaite
www.lithuania.eatandtravel.eu
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Eat & Travel is a young initiative in Eastern Europe
promoting foodie tourism to Lithuania, Ukraine, Israel and
soon Poland. Eat to Travel and Travel to Eat is our motto and
passion. Our goal is to promote Jewish tourism for foodies
to our cities and countries and to preserve the culinary
heritage. Just as one can’t imagine Jewish heritage without
the history of famous people, books, art and buildings, we
can’t imagine it without food. We seek to preserve this side
of Jewish heritage by gathering youths and offering them
cooking lessons. We want to organize practical Jewish
cooking classes in two countries: Lithuania and Ukraine.
Practical master classes and the interpersonal exchanges
between the groups and countries will not only provide
actual skills, but will preserve the heritage for one more
generation.

FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS EVENTS
Friday Night Lights is a series of sophisticated
Shabbat and holiday dinners for gay Jewish
professionals that offers new access points
into the Jewish community and fosters longterm involvement in both Jewish life and
LGBTQ causes.
Formed in 2012, Friday Night Lights originated as a
response to a vacuum in the marketplace of upscale,
sophisticated events catering to gay, Jewish professionals
living in New York City. Home to the greatest restaurants,
museums, galleries, performance spaces and nightclubs,
New York City offers thousands of opportunities for culture
fiends to partake in unique experiences on any given day
or night – and we do. What remains puzzling is that while
countless organizations take advantage of New York City’s
universe to create distinctive, attractive programs that
reflect the genuine interests of their target audience, the
Jewish world – and especially the gay Jewish world – by
and large, has not. This is a missed opportunity that can
and must be rectified.

Enter Friday Night Lights. Held in diverse settings
throughout New York City, Friday Night Lights is a blend
of the urban dining society and the salon-style gathering.
It elevates the traditional Shabbat and holiday dinner by
creating a refined atmosphere where like-minded gay
Jewish professionals can meet, dine and exchange ideas.
Featuring carefully designed menus, paired with a selection
of wines and spirits for the ultimate dining experience,
each dinner showcases a different organization working to
benefit the LGBTQ community.
Beginning with the traditional ritual blessings, followed
by drashot sprinkled throughout the course of the night,
guests are treated to an evening of yiddishkeit that appeals
to everyone, no matter where they fall on the spectrum of
Jewish observance.
By placing an emphasis on creating quality, experiential
events that people just want to come to – i.e., they can
compete at the same level as anything else going on in
New York City – Friday Night Lights raises the bar of what
a gay Jewish event can be, while fostering long-term
involvement in both Jewish life and philanthropy.

New York City, NY
Robert (Bobby) Saferstein
www.fridaynightlightsevents.com
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G-DCAST
G-dcast is a nonprofit studio that makes videos
and apps to raise basic Jewish literacy.

Our goal is to give every Jewish child and adult the chance
to learn the basics with zero barriers to entry. No matter
where you live or what you know, we have meaningful and
fun Jewish learning for you online.
G-dcast has been called ‘the Schoolhouse Rock for this
generation of Jews.’ We meet people – kids and their
parents, and curious adults – where they are (online) with
free, high-quality films and apps. We mash up media
literacy with traditional Jewish learning to help educators
achieve their classroom goals.

San Francisco, CA
Sarah Lefton
www.g-dcast.com
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GEFILTEFEST
Gefiltefest is a Jewish food charity that inspires
people to think differently about food. We
organize a range of food-related projects and
our flagship event is the annual Gefiltefest
London Jewish Food Festival.
Gefiltefest delivers an annual food festival and other
inclusive food-related activities that are designed to:
1. Celebrate, promote and revive the richness of Jewish
culinary traditions. As communities develop or
decline, these customs risk being lost or the meaning
behind traditions fades away. Gefiltefest believes in
proudly enjoying our heritage and keeping traditions
alive and thriving.
2. Provide opportunities for food-related learning.
Gefiltefest has developed interactive, creative models
for learning about all aspects of Jewish food, including
religious elements and the practice of kashrut. We
provide opportunities to participate in a variety of
locations, from people’s homes, to lectures, to theatres.
The majority of sessions at the Gefiltefest festival and
shiurim in people’s homes include a tasting of food for a
more interactive and memorable learning experience.

3. Encourage the Jewish community to engage with
ethical issues including sustainability, food waste
and poverty. Gefiltefest aims to engage with people
on ethical issues in an accessible way, encouraging
them to think about key debates on, for example, the
environment, husbandry, organic food, ethical kashrut,
food poverty and waste. We provide a platform for food
action charities at our festival and via the website, and
also advocate the importance of tikkun olam or healing
the world.
4. Use food to create a greater understanding of Jewish
identity, faith and customs within and beyond the
Jewish community. A discussion of food can be used
as a gateway for further learning about other aspects
of Judaism. Everyone eats and food is an ideal and
accessible entry point for numerous discussions about
identity, faith and customs.
Central to how Gefiltefest works are the values of
accessibility, creativity and participation for all: engaging
Jewish people from across the community and beyond.
These values underpin our approach to partnership,
program management and engagement with volunteers
and other stakeholders.

UK
Claire Berson
www.gefiltefest.org
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GRAPEVINE
GrapeVine’s mission is to facilitate and retain
Jews’ connections to Jewish life, even as their
interests, friends, life stages and geographies
evolve. GrapeVine is to Jewish identity
development as Amazon is to books or Pandora
is to music.

GrapeVine was created to address three major challenges in
the Jewish community. Demographic studies show that at
any point in time only 20% of Jews are affiliated with Jewish
life. Yet, over a lifetime, over 85% of Jews are engaged
at some point. The difference shows that the Jewish
community suffers from a leaky pipeline, meaning that
as individuals’ interests, friends, life stages or geographies
change, they ‘disappear’ from the radar screens of the
organizations in which they were involved and become
lost. Additionally, Jewish organizations don’t have access
to the marketing tools or engagement data they need to
better reach and understand the individuals they are trying
to serve. As a result, they continue promoting the same
old programs to the same outdated database. And, lastly,
individuals change. Affiliations change. Most people will
engage if you provide information that’s relevant to them,
not a laundry list of programs/content from an organization
with which they were affiliated years ago.
GrapeVine is working in communities around the United
States to improve upon a person’s engagement so that it is
consistent over time.

Rhode Island; Atlanta, GA; Los Angeles, CA;
New York City, NY; Chicago, IL; Portland, OR
Sacha Litman
www.grape-vine.com
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HEME AQUI (HINENI – HERE I AM)
At Heme Aqui, we have created Golf Therapy,
a state-of-the-art methodology to achieve
inclusion of people with special needs in society
by developing their self-esteem and sense of
belonging, and by improving their physical,
mental and social skills.
I was born in a supportive and loving Jewish family in
Buenos Aires, Argentina. I studied law and specialize in
public international law. I’m the youngest of three sisters,
one of whom was born with Down syndrome. Since I
was young, my goal, along with my family’s, has been to
achieve inclusion of people with special needs in society.
This is how, in 1999, my mother created Heme Aqui
(Hineni – Here I Am), the first school of Golf Therapy for
people with special needs. I have been involved in this
association ever since.
Two years ago my dream of making aliyah came true. Now I
not only live in Israel, but I recently married someone I met
in ulpan and I’m pursuing a master’s in special education
from Bar-Ilan University.

My new goal is to bring Heme Aqui’s program to Israel.
People with special needs don’t usually have friends or
feel a sense of belonging, especially after they graduate,
and they need it just like everyone else. One of our goals in
Heme Aqui is to build a close-knit group of students. Our
aim is that, through this new community, the students will
be encouraged to improve in every aspect of their lives
because, along with the special training and methodology
that Heme Aqui offers, they will have a new and strong
support system called friends.
With this grant, I want to be able to focus on opening
Heme Aqui in Israel. We have found a golf course, but
need to be able to fund the professionals to open the
organization and to cover expenses. I will also use the
money from the grant to cover expenses from putting
together presentations, speaking with parents and training
the professionals who will be part of the school. In order to
do all these things I will need to pause my current job for
three months until all the connections are made and we
can launch this program.

Israel
Melisa Mijal Goldfinger
www.hemeaqui.org
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INNOVATION: AFRICA
Innovation: Africa brings Israeli innovation to
African villages. Our goal is to provide both
Africa and Israel with a brighter future. And to
do it, we’re activating young Jews around the
country and world that want to help.

Innovation: Africa is a nonprofit organization that brings
Israeli innovation to African villages. We work to improve
the lives of rural African people, and in doing so, to
improve the image of Israel around the world. So far,
we’ve used Israeli solar and agricultural technologies
to complete over 80 sustainable development projects
throughout sub-Saharan Africa, bringing light, clean water,
improved education, proper medical care, food security
and economic opportunity to more than 675,000 people.
We’ve won a UN Innovation Award, we have over 800
young volunteers, we have an online community of over
50,000 people and our media impressions have helped us
tell our story to over 1 million people in the Jewish and
secular world.
We care deeply about sustainable development, and we
think Israel can and should play a leading role in this field.
We want to help Israel and the Jewish people to enact our
values on a global scale, to engage young Jews in a cause
that’s meaningful to them and to share the best side of
Israel with those inside the Jewish community
and beyond.

USA, Israel and sub-Saharan Africa
Rachel Ishofsky
www.innoafrica.org
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ISRAEL STORY – SIPUR ISRAELI
We are four childhood friends who came
together from very different professional
backgrounds to tell a story. A complicated,
nuanced story, which is neither one
dimensional nor propagandist.
A human story – the Israel Story.
‘Sipur Israeli’ or ‘Israel Story’ is a new radio initiative
dedicated to telling the story of a different, diverse Israel.
Modeled after National Public Radio’s ‘This American Life,’
our show seeks to portray the intricacies of Israeli society
and showcase its rich plurality. Israel is ultimately much
more complicated, nuanced and interesting than the usual
coverage it receives. Therefore, our show is not concerned
with the Israeli-Palestinian conflict or the threats of Iranian
bombs. Instead, its goal is to amplify and humanize voices
that are rarely heard on the airwaves; to tell long-form, nonfiction tales by, and about, regular Israelis.
Taking the time to properly present multi-faceted narratives
in an intelligent, original manner is becoming exceedingly
uncommon, especially in the Israeli context. Doing so
now is thus more important than ever before. By entering

the homes and lives of the people living in Israel – Jews,
Muslims and Christians; Ashkenazim and Sephardim;
Russians, Bedouins and Ethiopians; Filipino foreign workers
and Eritrean refugees; Orthodox and secular; Palestinians
and settlers; Tel Avivis and Kibbutzniks; hawkish rightwingers and diehard liberals – we wish to expose a side
of our country that does not make it into the mainstream
media.
As avid believers in the power of storytelling, we are
confident that our show offers a fresh way for Jews around
the world to connect, and reconnect, to Israel. After all,
once we hear a compelling personal narrative – whether it
is touching or humorous, dramatic or illuminating – we can
begin to empathize. The ‘other’ swiftly becomes a person.
From a small podcast to one of the most popular radio
shows in Israel (upwards of 200,000 listeners per episode),
we are now expanding outside of Israel through Englishlanguage episodes on NPR affiliates.
Now we look ahead. Within the next two years we hope
to establish ourselves as a fixture in the Israeli cultural
landscape, as well as a leading English podcast bringing
stories from Israel.

Israel and USA
Mishy Hartman
www.israelstory.org
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ISRAELI STAGE
Israeli Stage is dedicated to sharing the
diversity and vitality of Israeli culture through
theatre. Since its foundation in November
2010, the company has toured extensively to
college campuses, cultural institutions and
community centers.
Israeli Stage is dedicated to exposing college age students
and university communities to the works of Israeli
playwrights, offering high-quality artistic programming
to help promote Israeli culture in a meaningful way that
provokes nuanced conversations about and around Israel.
Israeli Stage’s unique work to build cultural bridges
between the United States and Israel has garnered profiles
in the media across the globe. Since its inaugural season in
2010-11, Israeli Stage has produced sixteen plays (as staged
readings) by nine playwrights, exposing audiences to New
England, American and world premieres of Israeli plays.
Its college campus programming includes appearances in
over 15 academic institutions. A program might include
a performance, a workshop/seminar by Israeli Stage’s
Producing Artistic Director, and a post-performance Q&A
session with the cast and crew.

New England, USA
Guy Ben-Aharon
www.israelistage.com
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Israeli Stage is an invaluable part of our campus Israel
engagement strategy. Students connect their world
through culture and the arts, and Israeli Stage makes
this possible. Israeli Stage has produced dozens of
performances on campuses, and with each one, students
get a little closer to Israel.
Israeli Stage has also appeared at senior centers,
synagogues and cultural institutions around the East Coast.
Thanks to grants from CJP Boston, the Greater Boston
Federation and Stand With Us, colleges in the Greater
Boston Area can book Israeli Stage for a lower cost. Colleges
outside the Greater Boston Area may apply for grants from
Stand With Us to help subsidize the costs of bringing Israeli
Stage to a campus.
In 2013-2014, Israeli Stage launched a new program: In
Residence at Israeli Stage. The program is dedicated to
bringing top-selling Israeli playwrights to the Greater
Boston Area to workshop new plays on college campuses
and share their experiences as Israeli artists with the Greater
Boston Area community. The inaugural program brought
award-winning author/playwright Savyon Liebrecht to
Babson College, Boston University, Brandeis University and
Emerson College.

JERUSALEM UNFILTERED
JERUSALEM UNFILTERED is a multi-platform
educational outreach initiative that immerses
audiences in the richness of contemporary
Jerusalem.

Visitors to JERUSALEM UNFILTERED take a journey that
transports them directly to the city streets via an interactive
website featuring thematic tours and a short film series
presenting profiles of the city’s most dynamic and
passionate young leaders. The cross-platform storytelling
approach of JERUSALEM UNFILTERED enables audiences to
untangle the city’s complexities by interacting with dozens
of local people, up close. The lives of these dynamic citizens
stand to serve as a model for collaboration and coexistence
in diverse societies everywhere.

Global
Liz Nord
www.jerusalemunfiltered.com/demo
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JEWISH ALLIANCE REVIVAL PROJECT
In 1883, a group of 43 Jewish families emigrated
from Russia and established the first Jewish
agricultural society in the United States. The
Levins are the last descendants and Jewish
owners of this historic farmland. We want to
bring Jewish farmers back.
I was born and raised in Vineland, New Jersey. If you’ve
never heard of this rural Southern Jersey town, halfway
between and less than an hour away from Atlantic City and
Philadelphia, I’m not surprised. Nor would I be surprised if
you had been unaware of its rich Jewish history.
In 1883, a group of 43 Jewish families emigrated from Russia
and established the first Jewish agricultural society in the
United States. Aided by the Baron de Hirsch fund and other
philanthropic groups, those families settled in Vineland and
formed the Jewish Alliance.
My grandfather’s grandfather, Moses Bayuk, was among
those original settlers. In his former homeland, Moses
Bayuk was a respected lawyer. With his decision to escape
oppression, he and his fellow colonists abandoned their
trades and became farmers, learning to till the soil and live
off the land. 150 years later, my family is the last remaining

Pittsgrove Township, NJ
William Levin
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Jewish owners of this historic farmland. But there are no
Jewish farmers.
The Jewish Alliance Revival Project’s mission is to revive
the Jewish Alliance farming community founded in
historic Vineland, New Jersey. Two houses and more than
40 acres of farmland will serve as home and workspace
for resident agriculturalists. Once established, the
organization can raise and sell locally grown permaculture
crops, humanely farmed dairy and kosher meat products.
The historic site can eventually host farming classes,
spiritual learning, retreats and conferences, complete with
a kosher eatery, bungalows, riverfront activity, a historic
shul and a visitor center.
As the project is in its earliest stages, a grant would support
the startup costs of establishing a nonprofit organization
with a strategic vision. Initial expenses would include
expert consultations, convening potential stakeholders,
research and promotion.
This land is as important to thousands of descendants of
the Alliance Colony as it is to me. I believe that with some
research and support, we can find the right combination of
interest and funding, and bring life back to a once thriving
Jewish community.

JEWISH CULTURAL CENTRE IN WROCLAW
We are young members of the Jewish
community of Wroclaw looking for a space to
develop Jewishly in different areas – culture,
education, religion and social activism.
As young members of Wroclaw’s Jewish community,
we have been looking for a place to develop our Jewish
creativity and activism, a place where we can meet other
members of the Jewish community, as well as those
interested in Jewish culture. We were always dreaming
about such a place – a JCC in Wroclaw – where we
could come with our partners and children, our parents,
grandparents and non-Jewish friends, where we could
learn, spend free time drinking coffee and chatting or just
having fun together.
Today, as young Jewish professionals and parents educated
in Poland and Israel, we decided to create such a place on
our own, located next to our beautiful Zum Weissen Stork
(White Stork) Synagogue where Abraham Geiger lived and
created Reform Judaism.
We are looking for a grant to open our JCC in Wroclaw: a
place where we can present Jewish cultural workshops
and open lectures on Jewish history, music, art, cuisine or

customs. We would like to have a Jewish Sunday School,
Jewish youth clubs, a Jewish community library, a second
generation club for Jewish professionals and a senior club
with computer/Internet workshops. Our aim is to organize
lectures, presentations, exhibitions, concerts, theater and
other cultural performances.
We want to open an accessible, friendly place for everyone,
where we can meet everyday to learn and express our
Jewishness in various ways. We would like to create an
open space especially for young parents with children who
are not active in Jewish communal life, as well as students
and professionals. We would like to help them in their
personal and professional development, promote them
among other members of the Jewish community and help
them to grow and become strong in their Jewishness.
Our JCC Wroclaw would organize language, cultural and
computer courses; workshops; religious and community
celebrations (like birthday parties); Jewish holiday activities;
Shabbat dinners; indoor and outdoor activities for children,
adults and seniors; trips to the mountains or forests; Jewish
dance and yoga classes. The JCC Wroclaw would be a
place created, organized and led by young members of the
Jewish community for other Jews. It would be a real Jewish
home for all of us.

Wroclaw, Poland
Aleksandra Wilczura
on.fb.me/1oKkUmF
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JEWISH FARM SCHOOL
The Jewish Farm School teaches about
contemporary food and environmental issues
through innovative trainings and skill-based
Jewish agricultural education.

The Jewish Farm School is dedicated to teaching
about contemporary food and environmental issues
through innovative trainings and skill-based Jewish
agricultural education.
We train Jewish farmers, educators, and food justice
activists, as well as inspire and support Jewish agricultural
education experiences for the broader Jewish community.
We are driven by traditions of using food and agriculture as
tools for social justice and spiritual mindfulness. Through
our programs, we address the injustices embedded in
today’s mainstream food systems and work to create
greater access to sustainably grown foods, produced from a
consciousness for both ecological and social well being.

Philadelphia, PA
Nati Passow
www.jewishfarmschool.org
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JUDAIC TOURISM
Judaic Tourism invites Jewish travelers to
connect with their roots and with local Jewish
communities while they are traveling. We
are convinced of the great opportunity that
traveling gives us to strengthen Jewish identity.

The project has a website that is like a travel guide,
presenting tourist information about Jewish places in
different cities of Latin America, such as: info about Jewish
museums, monuments, historic sites, synagogues and
kosher restaurants, among other things.

Judaic Tourism is a project that works to strengthen
Jewish identity through the preservation and
enhancement of Jewish heritage. It works by connecting
people with history, culture and Jewish life in different
cities around the world, transforming Jewish places into
interesting travel sites.

In turn, we have a fanpage on Facebook to help us have an
exchange with followers.

The idea is to promote tourism to different Jewish
communities by promoting each place’s unique offerings
and by building connections between travelers and local
Jewish communities around the world.
Our goal is that travelers from around the world spend at
least a day – or a few hours – of their vacation connecting
with their roots and visiting different places where Jewish
life unfolds, in whatever city in which they are traveling.

Jewish City Tours and thematic trips are also offered in
different cities around the world, working directly with local
communities through specialized guides.

We offer all kinds of travel services to Jewish travelers:
• Jewish city tours and heritage trips
• Delivery of kosher meals and reservations in kosher
restaurants
• Shabbat dinners
• Taxi drivers who speak Spanish, English, Hebrew
• Advice for visiting synagogues
…and anything else a Jewish traveler might need.

Latin America
Paola Salem
www.turismojudaico.com
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KABALAT SHABAT ISRAELIT
Kabalat Shabat Israelit aims to provide a familiar
Jewish experience for young adults as part of
their travel in South America and Buenos Aires.

Located in beautiful Buenos Aires, Kabalat Shabat Israelit
elevates the traditional Shabbat and holiday services
through an egalitarian service in a cool atmosphere where
Jewish young adults traveling in South America can meet,
pray, sing, dine and exchange trip experiences.

 אין תפילתו תחנונים, העושה תפילתו קבע:רבי אליעזר אומר
( ד, ברכות ד,)משנה
Rabbi Eliezer says: Do not make your prayers routine
(Mishna, Berakhot 4:4)
At Kabalat Shabat Israelit, everyone is welcome, whether
you’re familiar with services, ‘just Jewish,’ secular or
anything else. By placing primary emphasis on creating
happy, festive, spiritual events, Kabalat Shabat Israelit hopes
to be the ‘home away from home’ for Israeli and other
Jewish young adults who travel through Buenos Aires.

Buenos Aires, Argentina
Oshrat Morag
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LIMMUD TLV
Limmud TLV wants to recreate a culture of
Jewish learning among the Israeli general
public. Tel Aviv, Israel’s capital of culture,
business, and creativity, is an ideal meeting
place and an essential one for a range of ideas
and people from the Israeli-Jewish world.

Limmud TLV is a new initiative to bring the Limmud
concept into Tel Aviv and make it part of the Israeli culture.
We are establishing a new Limmud community to be part
of the network of Limmuds around the Jewish world.
Limmud TLV’s first conference will take place on Thursday
and Friday, May 14-15, 2015 at the Ruth Daniel Residence
and the Tel Aviv-Jaffa Academic College. The full Limmud
TLV experience will last over four days, with events taking
place throughout the city’s public sphere on the days
before and after the conference.
We aim to create a space for dialogue and learning that is as
broad and open as possible. We want to recreate a culture
of Jewish learning among the Israeli general public.
We are looking to be able to start our initiative with the
grant opportunity, hence we need to have some working
capital for logistics and marketing, booking the venue, the
rooms, and creating the website and marketing materials.

Tel Aviv, Israel
Tal Grunspan
www.facebook.com/LimmudTLV
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LIMUD MÉXICO
Limud México, like many other Limmud groups
all over the Jewish world, seeks to ‘take you
one step further in your Jewish journey.’ We
try to bring this volunteer-based experience to
Mexican Jewry so that everyone can learn from
each other.

Mexico City, Mexico
Renato Huarte Cuellar
www.limudmexico.com/
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Limud México is a group of volunteers that follows the
values of Limmud International. We organize different
events, including Día Limud, in which we try to follow these
values: ‘Limmud seeks to create a space in which all Jews
can explore the various facets of Jewish culture and their
Jewish identity. Limmud is a diverse and inclusive forum
in which you will experience the full gamut of Jewish
opinions and beliefs’ (Limmud Core Values).

MOISHE HOUSE
Moishe House’s mission is to provide
meaningful Jewish experiences for young
adults around the world by supporting
leaders in their 20s as they create vibrant,
home-based Jewish communities for
themselves and their peers.

Moishe House envisions itself as the global leader of
pluralistic Jewish life for adults in their 20s. By facilitating
a wide range of experiences, Moishe House helps Jewish
young adults gain the leadership, knowledge and
community to enrich their Jewish journeys.

Global
David Cygielman
www.moishehouse.org
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NEVE TZEDEK – ICI HUMAN RIGHTS PROJECT
NeveTzedek is an educational program on
universal human rights activism through the
lens of Judaism.

Central-Eastern Europe
Tamas Buchler
www.israelculture.hu
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Neve Tzedek / The Abode of Justice is a dynamic
educational initiative in Budapest, Hungary, that is
powerfully and positively impacting Central and Eastern
Europe by working with twenty select recent Birthright
alum who are interested in human rights activism. During
the one-year program cycle, Neve Tzedek conducts
local sessions to build a shared sense of commitment to
Jewish learning and promoting human rights. Programs,
facilitated by a local coordinator, focus on exploring the
institutions and structure of international human rights and
humanitarian law combined with Jewish learning and text
study. Over the year we will be using formal and informal
activities to engage the participants – including bi-weekly
study sessions and site visits to various Jewish community
and human rights organizations. The program will be based
at the Israeli Cultural Institute in Budapest.

NEW & JEWISH PRODUCTIONS
New & Jewish Productions is a Chicago-based
theater and production company specializing
in the creation of vital new works of Jewish
theater and performance, along with relevant,
thought-provoking educational offerings.

New & Jewish Productions is a Chicago-based theater and
production company specializing in the creation of vital
new works of Jewish theater and performance, along with
relevant, thought-provoking educational offerings. Our goal
is to enliven the cultural conversation taking place within
the Jewish community, so that we all experience life with
greater courage, imagination, humor and compassion.
‘Into the Orchard,’ the latest project of New & Jewish
Productions, is a one-woman show with live music. It is a
mostly true story of spiritual awakening that centers around
a mysterious Roma with a wedding ring, four rabbis from
the Talmud, and an anarchist lawyer on the streets of Paris.
We seek partial funding for the world premiere production
of ‘Into the Orchard’ in Chicago in Spring 2015. Additionally,
we seek funding for the creation and facilitation of ‘Young
Artists Connect,’ a series of workshops that would run
concurrently with the production. These workshops would
engage young artists with the same Talmud texts as those
appearing in the show, inviting creative responses in the
form of new works of art.

North America
Rebecca Joy Fletcher
www.rebeccajoyfletcher.com
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OLEH! RECORDS – ISRAEL’S MUSIC
EXPORT OFFICE
Oleh! Records bridges vital gaps within
the Jewish/Israel ‘young culture space’ by
empowering communities to access and
promote Israel both within and beyond their
own existing networks.
Oleh! Records – Israel’s Music Export Office is decidedly
passionate about creating points of connection between
both artists and creatives, social entrepreneurs and young
people in general. All of our initiatives are built with three
specific objectives:
A) Connecting typically ‘unaffiliated’ Jewish community
members to Israel through people-to-people projects.
B) Creating positive content and exposure for Israel
outside of the Jewish community (within mainstream
audiences and the media) by tapping into Israeli music
and youth culture.
C) Supporting talented emerging Israeli artists so they can
develop sustainable careers in the music industry, both
within the Jewish community and beyond – something
that no organization has been able to do until now.

North America, UK, Europe, Australia
Jeremy Hulsh
www.israelmusicexport.com/support/differentkind-not-for-profit
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The idea for Oleh! Records was the direct result of taking
part in the first flagship ROI Summit in 2006. Since then
we have supported several thousand Israeli musicians
and artistic acts impacting hundreds of thousands of
Jewish community members – as well as mainstream
young people – while creating positive media content for
Israel, with well over 10 million impressions to date. As an
example, we were responsible for connecting both Israeli
musicians and the ROI Community to major platforms,
including SXSW, and we helped develop long-term
objectives and programs for the Israeli Foreign Ministry
that are now being used annually to deliver high impact
projects. Oleh! acts as the first point of contact for dozens
of major Jewish organizations in North America, the UK
and Europe looking to impact their own communities with
Israeli music culture as a way of bringing people together.
Our activity directly counters BDS and cultural boycotts
of Israel, while our ethos establishes mutual respect,
empowerment and accountability for both the musicians
we support and the community that we service.

ONEDAY SOCIAL VOLUNTEERING
‘Why can’t volunteering be enjoyable, social
and build community while impacting those
in need? I joined for two reasons: to do good
deeds and to meet other people. OneDay finally
gives me the chance to really engage in the
best way I see fit.’ Guy Seemann, Co-Founder of
OneDay Social Volunteering.

Founded as an international, apolitical, social-volunteering
nonprofit organization, OneDay enables young people
ages 18-35 to volunteer in communal activity in a way
that fits with their day-to-day schedules, as well as their
needs and preferences. We are active in the four major
geographic areas of Israel, with additional centers in
different countries around the world. OneDay strives
to strengthen and tie both the Jewish and non-Jewish
communities together by working with each other for the
public good and encouraging people of all social circles
and religions to take part in our activities. Furthermore,
we strive to help young people develop ‘social careers’
alongside their traditional careers in the workforce.

Israel: Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Haifa and Be’er Sheva
Guy Seemann
www.facebook.com/OneDayVolunteering/timeline
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PERURIM
Perurim is a technological venture that is at the
crossroads between the social and the private
sectors, and encourages over 500,000 whitecollar employees receiving company-provided
lunch cards to donate a small part of their
budget to charity. Its fundraising potential has
been estimated at $40M a year.
Perurim (the Hebrew word for ‘crumbs’) is a high-tech social
initiative enabling employers and employees to redirect
part of their lunch budget to a social cause of their choice.
Today, nearly half a million employees in Israel use e-dining
cards given to them by their employers for their lunch. The
budget is set and limited.
Perurim calls for companies that use these dining cards
to allow their employees to give a voluntary and flexible
amount of money out of the cost of their lunches to a
social cause of their choosing. The venture also earned me
a spot at Stanford University’s E-Bootcamp in April 2012 as
the Hebrew University’s only representative.
A social entrepreneur, I am the Director of Programs and
Professional Network at PresenTense Israel. Prior to that,
I worked in a managerial corporate position, where I first
identified the potential of micro-fundraising via
dining cards.

Israel
Bar Pereg
www.perurim.org/en
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I am developing Perurim alongside five young, enthusiastic
and passionate partners who are all working voluntarily.
Each has his or her own forte: business management,
programming, content editing, financial analyzing,
marketing, social media management, etc. The goal
of incorporating social activism into our daily lives has
brought us together to create a simple, cool and userfriendly platform for doing just that: enabling employers
and employees to ‘do good’ as part of their workplace
routine.
We have dedicated the past two years to developing
this initiative through a survey that was filled out by
approximately 400 dining card users, market segmentation,
and building and designing our official website.
Thanks to meetings we carried out with our future partners,
the companies that use these cards and the dining card
companies themselves, we have created a platform that is
suitable to our target audience’s needs. Currently, we are at
the stage of designing a pilot and improving our prototype.
A grant would enable Perurim to:
(1) Execute the pilot – the prototype development requires
extensive work of programmers and designers.
(2) Fund the marketing of the final product with the
cooperation of ADventure IDC, an agency in which
students work with real clients through the School
of Communications at IDC. ADventure IDC offers a
significantly lower price compared to the market.

PEW-ISH: ARTISTS RESPONDING TO
THE NEW JEWISH IDENTITY
PEW-ish is an arts commissioning project.
We provide financial and creative support
to artists making original work inspired by
Pew’s study of Jewish Americans. PEW-ish also
presents and promotes the commissioned
work with the goal of expanding the dialogue
about the Jewish future.
PEW-ish is a start-up initiative that engages artists in
responding to a new and changing Jewish identity.
Prompted by the 2013 Pew Research Center’s survey on
Jewish Americans (and the subsequent response from
within the Jewish community), PEW-ish seeks to expand
the conversation about the Jewish future. To do that,
PEW-ish commissions, presents, and disseminates original
theater, music, and other media inspired by the findings of
the Pew study. (This project has no formal affiliation with
the Pew Research Center.)
PEW-ish sees artists as vitally important but often
overlooked participants in this conversation. Artists – and
specifically playwrights – are skilled at converting abstract
ideas into relatable creative expression. By definition,
playwrights reveal multiple perspectives in their work,
which can help us see ourselves and each other more
clearly. The ten playwrights who have participated in PEWish so far have shown remarkable authenticity and range,
employing a variety of storytelling methods to ask deep,
probing questions about who we are as a people and who
we might become.

PEW-ish launched in June of 2014 with a public
performance and dialogue in downtown Manhattan.
This first phase of the project (supported by two grants
from ROI Community) featured ten original short plays by
playwrights of Jewish heritage. The launch event attracted
over 120 people from across the Jewish spectrum and
received a lot of media attention.
PEW-ish is currently seeking support for its next phase
of programming, which includes commissioning
another round of short, original plays and music, to be
performed in the first half of 2015. For this round, we plan
to include playwrights from communities and identities
not represented in our first group of ten writers, such as
Sephardic, Orthodox, Jews of color, and trans communities.
We will also seek to include writers from multiple
generations in this round.
We aim to publish the collection of PEW-ish plays, either
independently or through a professional publisher. Our
ultimate goal is to get the PEW-ish plays on the radar
of Jewish institutions and groups. By publishing and
disseminating the plays, we also seek to raise the national
profile of the participating artists within the Jewish
community and beyond. Protecting the playwrights’ rights
and guaranteeing them royalties for any profit-making
productions will be of utmost importance.
Along with the publication, we will also develop an
accompanying curriculum.

USA
David Chapman
www.pew-ish.org
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RAVAYAH – INDIE GRASSROOTS GATHERINGS
Ravayah is a non-denominational popup community that convenes around the
Havdallah ritual once a month in different
locations shortly after Shabbat goes out,
attracting a crowd of downtown singles and
young couples of all Jewish backgrounds and
affiliations.

The experience begins with a re-imagined Havdallah
ceremony, comprised of the five key sensory elements: fire
(sight), wine (taste), spices (smell), song (sound) and dance
(touch), but blended with spoken-word, storytelling and
compelling Jewish teaching, which segues into an afterparty – an alternative twist on the traditional Melave Malka.
In the spring/early summer when Shabbat goes out later,
Havdallah would be preceded by Seudah Shlishit in place
of the Melave Malka.

Ravayah is an experiment in Jewish community designed
to re-imagine the traditional practice of Havdallah and to
re-frame the ritual as a connection point between Jews in
their 20s and 30s in downtown New York.

We hope to use the grant to incubate a nondenominational community convening around the
Havdallah ritual once a month in different venues shortly
after Shabbat goes out, attracting a crowd of downtown
singles and young couples of all Jewish backgrounds and
affiliations.

Ravayah began as a series of conversations around Friday
night Shabbat tables (from the Upper West Side, to Soho
and Tribeca) among young Jews in their 20s and 30s.
Many were working in the creative industries, and all were
seeking alternative opportunities to engage in community
building that did not involve ‘going to Shul’ or mainstream
singles events.
From these conversations, the idea of Ravayah emerged
as an immersive ritual experience that would appeal to
the broadest range of participants, helping forge new
friendships and a sense of belonging to something ancient
and authentically Jewish.

New York City, NY: SoHo, Meatpacking District,
the West Village, Greenwich Village, Chelsea,
TriBeca and Gramercy Park.
Samuel Klein
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Ravayah is not an organization in any formal sense as of yet;
rather, it exists as interwoven connections between friends
and ‘friends of friends.’ There is no website or Facebook
group currently, as it is not publicly advertised, but relies
on e-mail push-outs to invitees and word of mouth. The
events held to date were very modest in size and scope
given funding restrictions and limited resources. We are
seeking to take this initiative to the next level by generating
wider interest through an online presence and a more
substantial offering.

GRANDSTORIES
GrandStories was launched by the daughter
of an Iraqi-Jewish father and a Polish-Israeli
mother who grew up absorbing remnants
of long-lost worlds. Through grandchild-tograndparent interviews, GrandStories preserves
Jewish history by helping Jewish adolescents
understand the people who lived it.
GrandStories seeks to capture the stories of elderly Jews
who came from under-documented countries including
Greece, Syria and Iran. The interviewers, however, are
not historians or journalists: they are ‘children,’ or more
specifically, grandchildren.
I’m a journalist. I’ve written profiles for Fortune and
covered elections for Reuters. But the most powerful
interview I ever heard took place in my grandparents’
garden in Kiryat Hayim, thirty minutes outside of Haifa.
My brother, then an 18 year-old history major, sat down
with Saba Reuven and asked him about his life: Where he
was born, how he survived the war, when he fell in love.
Those five hours of tape shaped my identity like nothing
else, anchoring me for the rest of my life in a rich and
complicated tapestry of Jewish history. The voice on the
tape brought me forever closer to my grandfather and my
identity as a Jew.
While writing a story for Tablet Magazine, I discovered
communities in New York that had come from Greece,

Syria and Iran (to name just a few) whose stories were
going unrecorded and risked being lost.
I’m developing a long-term and wide-reaching program
where Jewish adolescents have the chance to interview
their grandparents. This experience will bring to them
a deeper understanding of Jewish history through
conversations with the people who lived it, and it will
allow them to preserve the stories of these underdocumented communities for future generations.
It’s an effective interview technique used by the U.S.-wide
oral history project StoryCorps and backed by research
from Emory University, which found that adolescents who
had a detailed sense of their family history reported more
self-confidence, among other benefits.
I’m currently raising money for the pilot, which will kick off
in March 2015 in NYC – home to Jews from a huge spread
of Diaspora communities and second only to Israel in its
diversity. I will partner with 3-4 synagogues, which serve
as hubs of these communities, to train adolescents aged
9-16 to interview their grandparents. I will then facilitate
40-minute-long recording sessions (between grandchild
and grandparent) in each of my partner synagogues. One
copy of the interview will go to the family, another will
go onto a dedicated website and a third will be archived,
ideally by the American Jewish Historical Society.
In the long term, I’d like to rollout GrandStories to
Synagogues, JCCs and Jewish summer camps across the
United States.

New York (for the time being)
Iris Mansour
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SHABBATLV
ShabbaTLV creates interactive, thoughtful,
intellectual and spiritual social gatherings for
secular Israeli young adults. Events feature
beautiful and powerful Jewish and Israeli
music, prayers and storytelling, as well as
contemporary and ancient Jewish thought.

Tel Aviv and beyond (Israel; San Francisco, CA)
Gal Friedman
www.facebook.com/Shabbatlv
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ShabbaTLV connects young professionals with their Jewish
heritage through high energy musical events held in hip
urban venues. Our program brings together hundreds of
young professionals for spiritually uplifting social gatherings
of communal singing, prayer and blessings – fostering
modern togetherness inspired by the Jewish tradition.
ShabbaTLV has created new, positive connection points to
our tradition – meeting young professionals where they
are, both physically and theologically – celebrating Jewish
values and traditions in their own language, literally and
emotionally. The TLV in the name is a play on the airport
code for Tel Aviv.

SHALOM, SHABBAT!
“Shalom, Shabbat! DVD (Discover the Vibrant
Day)” aims to share with families one of the
richest treasures belonging to the Jewish
people: the Shabbat table.

Shalom, Shabbat! was originally written as a one woman
show. Through the years, many fans have asked for a
different format that they could keep at home and even
show to people around the globe. This is how Shalom,
Shabbat! DVD (Discover the Vibrant Day) was born.

Shalom, Shabbat! DVD (Discover the Vibrant Day) was
born to fulfill my vision to share with families one of the
richest treasures that belongs to the Jewish people: the
Shabbat table.

With a professional crew, the DVD will transmit the
aromas, values, language, songs and stories that Shabbat
and Jewish families have offered from generation to
generation for thousands of years, with the goal to
engage young children and their families with the
concept and practice of Shabbat. The DVD will be
accompanied by suggested activities, discussions, stories
and recipes for the entire family to enjoy.

I was born into a Jewish family in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
One of my greatest blessings was that my parents
decided, together with three other families, to make
Shabbos dinner every Friday night. We would light the
candles, go to shul and then gather together to say the
brachot, talk, sing and eat the Shabbat meal. It was a
magical experience that fed our spirits, our minds and –
last but not least – our stomachs. I think it was week after
week, Shabbat after Shabbat, that the spark for my Jewish
identity started shining brighter and brighter.

Ideally, what I look for in a grant is not only the monetary
means to turn a project into a reality, but also a support
system (from the organization and/or other grantees) that
will inspire you to turn your dream into a reality.

In time, I became a theater artist. I am a performer,
director, playwright and even a researcher. I devoted
myself to Jewish educational theatre.

Global
Evelyn Goldfinger
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THE SEFARIA PROJECT
The Sefaria Project will revolutionize the
experience of Jewish learning and enhance
Jewish literacy and engagement by building a
free and universally accessible living library of
Jewish sacred texts.

The Sefaria Project is about building the future of Jewish
learning in an open and participatory way.
We are building a free living library of Jewish texts and their
interconnections, in Hebrew and in translation. Our scope
is Torah in the broadest sense, from Tanakh to Talmud to
Zohar to modern texts and all the volumes of commentary
in between. Sefaria is created, edited and annotated by an
open community.
Having digital texts enables us to create new, interactive
interfaces for the web, tablet and mobile which allow
students and scholars around the world to freely learn and
explore the interconnections among Torah texts.
Judaism’s core texts grew out of millennia-long
conversations and arguments across generations. We
envision creating an open space for ancient conversations
to continue in new ways, with new participants, new
questions, and new layers of dialogue.

Online
Brett Lockspeiser and Daniel Septimus
www.sefaria.org
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THE WAREHOUSE NYC
The Warehouse is an alternative Shabbat
worship experience designed for unaffiliated
and/or disconnected Jews in the 20s/30s
demographic in major metropolitan areas. We
are fresh, new and effective.
My name is Josh Nelson, and I want to fix the Jewish world.
I am the founder of a revolutionary venture called The
Warehouse.
It’s become a huge part of my personal and professional
mission to try to address the communal disconnection of
young Jews in their 20s and 30s. I work to create points of
access for disengaged young Jews, enabling them to find
their way back into Jewish life.
I believe:
• A powerful spiritual experience can occur in any place
where there is focus, self-reflection and intentionality.
• 20s and 30s are distancing themselves from the
organized Jewish community because they typically
find the established Jewish world to be inaccessible and
culturally out of touch.
• By meeting the cultural, spiritual and aesthetic
sensibilities of this demographic, we can offer a point of
access where a sense of reconnection can be developed.

After years of qualitative research and experimentation, I
have formally launched The Warehouse.
The Warehouse is an alternative Shabbat worship
experience designed for unaffiliated and/or disconnected
Jews in the 20s/30s demographic in major metropolitan
areas. It is a Friday evening event that takes place in a
non-synagogue environment: a bar, an industrial space,
or an actual warehouse. The experience is built around
a service that utilizes a live band, multimedia projection,
spoken word, and a series of rotating rabbinic guests. It
includes alternative expressions of prayer that combine
relevant secular music with traditional and familiar prayer
modalities. The venture’s ultimate goal is to provide an
access point for this disconnected demographic, offering
them an opportunity to experience Judaism in a manner
that meets their aesthetic and spiritual sensibilities.
The program is designed to be scalable and replicable so
it can be launched in additional metropolitan areas with
significant Jewish populations in the future. Multiple cities
in North America have expressed interest in being part of
the ongoing pilot program.

Currently based in New York City, NY. Other cities
that have experienced our program: Washington,
DC; Denver, CO; Boston, MA; Austin, TX (SXSW).
Josh Nelson
www.thewarehousenyc.org
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WHO WE ARE
‘Who We Are’ is a series of film workshops for
young Jews in Budapest aimed at exploring the
Budapest Jewish identity and creating a piece
of art to pass on to the next generation. The
workshops will culminate in a film about the
third generation of Hungarian Jews after the
Holocaust.
My project is a community film named, ‘Who We Are The 3rd Generation after the Holocaust.’ I am a producer
and video artist with more than ten years of professional
experience in the film and media industry, and I am writing
my PhD dissertation comparing modern Jewish museums
from a heritage perspective. The notion of heritage is
important to me, and is the key word that I would like to
bring to our discussions of third generation issues. I have
also been quite active in the Jewish community.
The idea for this project started from videos I began
making about my life and the Budapest Jewish community
in 2006. These pieces led to more opportunities to create
different types of film work for JAFI, the local Jewish
community and also internationally. This year my friend,
Adam Schonberger (Director of Marom Budapest), was
invited to talk about Hungarian Jewry at the Center for
Jewish History in New York. For this program, I offered
to make a video about the third generation after the

Budapest, Hungary
Andrea Ausztrics
www.ausztrics.com
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Holocaust (basically about active young Jews between 2540) to show the faces of real people who work in and are
part of the community, and to give them an opportunity
to talk about their dreams and struggles. This demo was a
great success and was featured around the world.
Thanks to the interest, I decided to create a series of
workshops to make a community film about ‘Who We
Are – The 3rd Generation after the Holocaust.’ My idea is to
gather young Jews – filmmakers and participants – and to
create the film together.
Why is it important? First, I think there is a missing link
between active Jews in the community and Jews who are
interested in, but never had the chance to know something
deeper about, their background. This film can engage
young Jews by letting them hear different family stories
and about how others started their Jewish lives without a
religious background or any kind of knowledge.
Second, I believe this topic needs to reach a wider
audience. This film is about our past (family stories, what
influences us) and our future mission. It is especially
important today, when Hungary is in the news because of
rising anti-Semitism or because of a Jewish revival (both of
which need to be communicated in this movie). With this
grant I will be able to make my series of workshops, involve
people in making something memorable, and create a
piece of art and culture for the next generation.

YERUSHALMIT MOVEMENT
The Yerushalmit Movement is a nonprofit civic
organization that aims to build up Jerusalem
as a vibrant, pluralistic and inclusive city, which
will reflect the great human richness of all its
people, help them live together with all their
differences, provide a high quality of life for its
citizens, and attract new and dynamic residents.
One of Jerusalem’s strong advantages is its vibrant and vital
community life. We see this feature of the city as a key tool
for strengthening the future of Jerusalem as a successful
and prospering urban center, and aim to restore it to its
central place as the capital of all of Israel and world Jewry.
The Yerushalmit Movement was founded in 2009 by a
group of young Jerusalemite activists and professionals,
religious and secular, who realized civil society must be
mobilized to reverse the negative directions in which the
city is headed: high poverty levels, the steady exit of young
professionals, and increasing religious extremism in its
public sphere.

For this grant opportunity we would like to establish our
new initiative: Women changing Jerusalem.
Why women?
Women are the first to suffer from insufficient urban
services for families and children on the one hand, and
from religious extremism and social exclusion on the
other. In such a polarized environment as the one that
exists in Jerusalem – between Jews and Arabs, secular
and Orthodox, rich and poor – collaboration between
women activists from different sectors can serve as an
inspiring civic bridge. With a bottom-up approach that
avoids the macro political issues, we can create a grassroots
change inside the different communities and foster new
relationships and interactions between them.
Project Target: Building bridges between the various
sectors of Jerusalem society by empowering women from
all sectors and religions.

Our activities over the last few years have focused on two
main fields: The struggle against religious extremism and
gender segregation, and promoting the status of young
families in Jerusalem.

Jerusalem, Israel
Shira Katz-Vinkler
www.yerushalmim.info/eng
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YIDDISH FARM EDUCATION CENTER
The Yiddish Farm Education Center is
transforming Jewish identity by reclaiming
Yiddish language and culture.

New York
Naftali Ejdelman
www.yiddishfarm.org
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The Yiddish Farm Education Center inspires Jews of
various ages and backgrounds to reclaim Yiddish as a
source of Jewish identity. We do this through our Yiddish
language immersion programs on our organic farm. Our
transformative programs cater to an international audience,
and have included students from the US, Canada, Mexico,
Brazil, Chile, England, Australia, Switzerland and Israel. We
believe that learning Yiddish is a powerful way for people
to connect to their Jewish identity. We are seeking grants to
help us upgrade our facilities so that we can cater to more
students and increase our impact beyond the farm.

THANK YOU

Thank you to all the ROIers whose initiatives are featured in this book.
To all the giving circle leaders and participants, we hope your circles keep expanding
and wish you “fun” while you are funding.
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www.say-brand.com

www.roicommunity.org

